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1. The product must be installed by a licensed electrician in accordance with the latest AS3000 
wiring regulations and power supply must be isolated before installation.

2. Do not touch the LED and the electronic circuit during installation or maintenance.
3. Isolate the power supply before replacing the battery.
4. Contact enLighten Australia for a replacement battery pack.
5. The fitting requires an un-switched power supply to avoid draining the battery unnecessarily.  
6. Emergency fittings should be installed within a reasonable timeframe after purchase as 

extended storage may shorten the battery life.
7. The battery will be damaged if it is plugged into the PCB and left without mains power 

connected for periods greater than 3 days.
8. Light must be operated within its specified operating parameters and in accordance with our 

warranty requirements. These documents are available on our website.



This setting allows the motion sensor to switch the unit on when ambient light is below the set point. 
This setting can only be used if the standby is set to 0% (see page 5). If the standby is set to 
20% this has to be set to ‘Photocell Disable. When using the photocell function ensure the 
sensor cannot be influenced by other light sources.

Light control setting (can only be used when standby is set to 0% - see page 5)





Using Switched 

Un-switched 20% ->100%), 

Standby level 
(see page 5)

Step 1

Step 2

Remove brown 
cable that 
connects to the 
sensor

Take brown cable out of the microwave sensor
and connect to permanent active mains wire so
that the permanent active is connected to the
charging circuit board. The dotted line show the
original position of the cable.

Connector supplied by electrician
Terminal ‘L’

Take the other brown cable out of the charging
circuit board and connect it to the terminal ‘L’ on
the microwave sensor. The dotted line shows
the original position of the cable.

SWITCHED ACTIVE

SWITCHED ACTIVE

PERMANENT ACTIVE

PERMANENT ACTIVE

PERMANENT ACTIVE



Option 1: When movement is detected, the light switches on.Once movement ceases, the light 
                will switch off, after the selected time.

Option 2: Light is normally on at 20% standby. When movement is detected, the light switches 
               to full output.Once movement ceases, the light will switch back to 20%, after the 
               selected time.



Isolate the mains power first.

Isolate the mains power first.

(reduced brightness)

If the light does not switch to emergency power when the test button is pressed (as described above), 
it indicates a potential problem with the emergency function. Please contact enLighten Australia.


